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Overview

The Technology Innovation Management Review (TIM 

Review) provides insights about the issues and emerging 

trends relevant to launching and growing technology 

businesses. The TIM Review focuses on the theories, 

strategies, and tools that help small and large technology 

companies succeed.

Our readers are looking for practical ideas they can apply 

within their own organizations. The TIM Review brings 

together diverse viewpoints – from academics, entrepren-

eurs, companies of all sizes, the public sector, the com-

munity sector, and others – to bridge the gap between 

theory and practice. In particular, we focus on the topics 

of technology and global entrepreneurship in small and 

large companies.

We welcome input from readers into upcoming 

themes. Please visit timreview.ca to suggest themes and 

nominate authors and guest editors.

Contribute

Contribute to the TIM Review in the following ways:

• Read and comment on articles.  

• Review the upcoming themes and tell us what topics

   you would like to see covered.

• Write an article for a future issue; see the author

   guidelines and editorial process for details.

• Recommend colleagues as authors or guest editors.

• Give feedback on the website or any other aspect of this

   publication.

• Sponsor or advertise in the TIM Review.

• Tell a friend or colleague about the TIM Review.

Please contact the Editor if you have any questions or 

comments: timreview.ca/contact

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
http://www.scribus.net
http://timreview.ca
http://timreview.ca
http://timreview.ca/contact
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Editorial: Opportunities and Capabilities

Chris McPhee, Editor-in-Chief

Welcome to the June 2014 issue of the Technology

Innovation Management Review. This month's editorial 

theme is Opportunities and Capabilities, and our au-

thors present insights about patent evaluation, service 

innovation, technology entrepreneurship, and IT capab-

ility improvement.

In the first article, Derek Smith, founder and principal 

of Magneto Innovention Management, presents a 

framework to help managers and entrepreneurs evalu-

ate patents to reveal their hidden value and improve 

strategic decision making. Based on a review of citation-

based patent evaluation methodologies, the framework 

shows how categories of information can be interre-

lated to different strategic groups of business considera-

tions, thereby providing a competitive advantage to the 

evaluating firm. The article includes recommendations 

for managers and entrepreneurs to help them make cita-

tion-based patent evaluation an ongoing business prac-

tice to enable strategic decision making. This article is 

derived from the author's recently completed thesis in 

the Technology Innovation Management program at 

Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada, for which he 

was awarded the university's Senate Medal for Out-

standing Academic Achievement (tinyurl.com/q93sz9l).

Next, Jeff Moretz and Chirag Surti, from the University 

of Ontario Institute of Technology in Oshawa, Canada, 

examine wireless service pricing and the opportunities 

it presents for innovation. By analyzing the advertised 

pricing of voice, text, and data services from Canadian 

telecommunication providers, the authors demonstrate 

that consumers of voice and text are in effect cross-

subsidizing heavy consumers of data in this market. 

Such cross-subsidization of data, the authors argue, has 

created significant opportunities for entrepreneurs to 

develop innovation solutions that leverage data trans-

mission.

Jay Payette, management consultant and graduate stu-

dent in Carleton University's Master of Design program, 

addresses a key challenge that new technology startups 

face: a perceived lack of organizational legitimacy 

simply because of the venture's young age. After review-

ing literature relating to different forms of organization-

al legitimacy, Payette argues that startups should 

overcome their "liability of newness" by developing ex-

ternal pragmatic legitimacy (i.e., self-interested calcula-

tions of an organization’s most immediate audiences) 

through the creation of a professional services practice. 

Paul Renaud, Sheppard Narkier, and Sonia Bot, argue 

that a firm's dependency on its IT function is increas-

ingly central to its ability to innovate. They demonstrate 

that sustained improvement in the IT function can be 

achieved through incremental improvement to its tech-

nology capabilities, process capabilities, and compet-

ency capabilities. The article is of primary benefit for IT 

executives seeking to sustain an ongoing, systematic 

transformation of the IT function to enable IT entre-

preneurship and agility.

Finally, this issue also includes a report on a recent TIM 

Lecture by Ibrahim Gedeon, Chief Technology Officer 

of TELUS (telus.com), who shared insights on innovation 

based on his experiences as an executive in the telecom-

munications industry.

We hope you enjoy this issue of the TIM Review and will 

share your comments online. Please contact us (timreview

.ca/contact) with article topics and submissions, sugges-

tions for future themes, and any other feedback. 

Chris McPhee

Editor-in-Chief

About the Editor

Chris McPhee is Editor-in-Chief of the Technology

Innovation Management Review. Chris holds an 

MASc degree in Technology Innovation Manage-

ment from Carleton University in Ottawa and BScH 

and MSc degrees in Biology from Queen's University 

in Kingston. He has over 15 years of management, 

design, and content-development experience in 

Canada and Scotland, primarily in the science, 

health, and education sectors. As an advisor and

editor, he helps entrepreneurs, executives, and

researchers develop and express their ideas.

Citation: McPhee, C. 2014. Editorial: Insights. 

Technology Innovation Management Review, 4(6): 3. 

http://timreview.ca/article/798

Keywords: innovation, entrepreneurship, capabilities, opportunities, strategy, 

patent citations, patent value, mobile services, service innovation, 

organizational legitimacy, professional services, IT function, IT capabilities
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A Citation-Based Patent Evaluation Framework

to Reveal Hidden Value and Enable

Strategic Business Decisions

Derek Smith

Introduction

A patent can bring several well-known forms of poten-

tial value to a firm, primarily through the option for a 

20-year monopoly to a patented technology. The mono-

poly represents other forms of value such as exclusive 

usage rights, licensing opportunities (with potential roy-

alties), and proceeds from any future sale of the patent. 

These and numerous other forms of patent value can 

be categorized as bringing defensive, offensive, stra-

tegic/business, and technology leadership value to 

firms (de Wilton, 2011). 

However, patents are expensive, and not all patents 

bring value. Moreover, a given patent may not have the 

same value to all firms, depending on their capabilities 

and strategic direction. So, whether a firm is evaluating 

its own patent portfolio or is considering a purchase in-

volving intellectual property, the challenge lies in 

identifying the potential value of a patent to the firm. 

Of particular importance are the hidden insights that re-

late to the strategic direction of the firm, because they 

may suggest new opportunities or business decisions, 

either now or in the future.

A patent evaluation allows managers or entrepreneurs 

to reveal insights concerning the value of a patent, or a 

portfolio of patents, within the context of their own 

firm. Patent evaluation methodologies generally assess 

three interrelated aspects of a patent: i) the new techno-

logy protected by a patent; ii) the old technology known 

before the patent; and iii) the associated commercial 

business information. Such an assessment ensures that 

other information associated with the patent, beyond 

the new technology solely described in the patent, is ap-

plied and considered in the assessment.

A key input to many patent evaluation methodologies 

examines the old technology information in the form of 

a prior art citations. Citations are a list of old techno-

Patent evaluation methodologies enable firms to make informed strategic business de-

cisions by associating and revealing hidden information surrounding a patent. However, 

the value of a patent depends on a firm's capabilities and strategic direction; therefore, a 

patent evaluation requires the information to be properly related and aligned with a partic-

ular business consideration. This article reviews the literature on citation-based patent eval-

uation methodologies and develops a framework to help managers and entrepreneurs 

identify strategic groups of business considerations. The framework shows how categories 

of information can be interrelated to different strategic groups of business considerations, 

thereby providing a competitive advantage to the evaluating firm. The article includes re-

commendations for managers and entrepreneurs to help them make citation-based patent 

evaluation an ongoing business practice to enable strategic decision making.

The value of patents as competitive weapons and 

intelligence tools becomes most evident in the day-to-

day transaction of business.

Kevin G. Rivette and David Kline

Authors of Rembrandts in the Attic:

Unlocking the Hidden Value of Patents

“

”
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logy that the patent office used to ensure that only new 

and non-obvious inventions become a granted patent. 

The government patent examiner seeks to identify and 

apply relevant citations against the patent application 

to ensure that old, uninventive technology does not is-

sue as a patent. Citations may include both patent doc-

uments and academic literature. A citation-based 

patent evaluation may also consider other patent-re-

lated and business-related information, which may re-

veal strategic considerations such as potential joint 

ventures, mergers, or acquisitions.

The problem is, how can an entrepreneur or manager 

deal with the initial complexities of a patent evaluation? 

What are the business issues and potential opportunit-

ies facing a firm? What type of information is required 

for a specific business consideration? How does a firm 

relate the business issues and potential opportunities 

with relevant information to reveal insight that leads to 

better decisions concerning issues and opportunities?

Previous research on citation-based patent evaluation 

methodologies has focused on a single business issue 

or opportunity that may be grouped into the categories 

of strategic partnerships, identifying strategic innova-

tion, or inventions and strategic linkages between firms 

and people. The information required is narrowly selec-

ted for that issue or opportunity. The previous ap-

proaches result in a fragmented and narrow view of 

evaluation requirements, strategic business considera-

tions, and relevant information.

Understanding a larger group of strategic business op-

tions, issues, and opportunities both for and against a 

firm can lead to determining the potential value on a 

broader scale of evaluation methodologies. Under-

standing the information requirements enables entre-

preneurs or managers to proactively plan and gather 

information to evaluate strategic business issues and 

opportunities. For example, an entrepreneur or man-

ager could :

• select a business issue or opportunity from the group 

and identify the associated relevant information

• proactively track and gather this relevant information 

over time on an ongoing basis as part of a strategic 

business practice to ensure they have the relevant in-

formation when it is needed to evaluate the issue or 

opportunity

• be prepared to execute a patent evaluation methodo-

logy by evaluating the strategic option as a business 

consideration with relevant information in a patent 

evaluation methodology

This article identifies and groups four broader key stra-

tegic opportunities and associated information to con-

duct citation-based patent evaluations. It makes four 

contributions. First, this article provides a citation-

based patent evaluation framework synthesized from 

the literature. The framework provides guidance to en-

trepreneurs and managers and provides a framework to 

understand four different strategic groups of business 

considerations with the required interrelated categories 

of information. This framework enables patent evalu-

ation from the perspectives of identifying strategic part-

ners, strategic innovation, and inventions and strategic 

linkages between firms and people. Second, this article 

identifies and groups business considerations into the 

four strategic  groups of business considerations. Third, 

this article identifies categories of prior art, patent, and 

business information interrelated with each strategic 

group of business considerations to enable the patent 

evaluation. Finally, it provides four recommendations 

to entrepreneurs and managers for identifying specific 

opportunities and conducting patent evaluations.

The body of this article is organized into four sections. 

The first section reviews the literature about citation-

based patent evaluation methodologies. This section 

also discusses the existing citation-based patent evalu-

ation methodologies, business opportunities, and in-

formation required to conduct an evaluation. The 

second section describes the proposed citation-based 

patent evaluation framework and provides four ex-

ample scenarios where it could be applied. The third 

section provides recommendations for entrepreneurs 

and managers, and a final section concludes the article.

A Review of Citation-Based Methodologies

Patent evaluation methodologies enable the assess-

ment of technology, patent, metadata, and business op-

portunities to reveal hidden details and insight. A 

particular type of patent evaluation methodology fo-

cuses on the prior art citations. In such evaluations, 

citations are used for different types of measures, de-

pending on the business consideration. 

Prior art citations identify technology that was available 

before the filing date of the patent application; they list 

what was known, or the "state of the art", prior to the in-

vention of the new technology. These citations create a 
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link between the prior art and the new patent applica-

tion. When a prior art citation refers to an existing

patent, this technology coupling or link is made explicit 

in the patent. The new patent application creates a 

formal link back in time to the prior art – this is called a 

"cited citation". However, the older patent also inherits 

a citation forward in time to the new application – this 

is called a "citing citation". Thus, a given patent may 

have cited citations (i.e., backwards in time to prior art) 

and the patent may also be listed in the future as a cit-

ing citation (i.e., forwards in time, meaning the older 

patent itself has become prior art). 

The objective of this literature review is to examine the 

current state of knowledge in citation-based patent 

evaluation methodologies. The relevant literature was 

located using a broad keyword search of scholarly 

journals in the Business Source Complete database

(tinyurl.com/22teqry). The keywords were a combination 

of: "patent", "business", "citation", "evaluation", and 

"valuation". This search yielded 77 potential articles 

published between 1993 and early 2014. The abstracts 

and introductions of the 77 articles were examined 

closely, first with a focus on prior art patent citations, 

and then with a narrower focus on patent evaluation 

methodologies that required citations, either alone or 

in combination with other information. This step resul-

ted in a list of 12 relevant articles related to the topic of 

citation-based patent evaluation methodologies. Spe-

cifically, these articles all reported on empirical re-

search involving a range of firms in the integrated 

circuit manufacturing, pharmaceutical, and patent auc-

tion industries. The list only included firms having pat-

ents in the United States and Europe, and firms having 

inventors in Brazil, Russia, India, and China.

The articles covered different types of citation-based 

patent evaluation methodologies. Bapuki, Loree, and 

Crossan (2011) and Deng (2008) provided an evaluation 

of a firm’s performance based on the relationship of 

knowledge between the citation (old technology) and 

the patent (new technology). Two articles provided an 

evaluation of a patent portfolio: Brietzman and Thomas 

(2002) used patent portfolio evaluation when consider-

ing the business of mergers and acquisition targeting, 

and Bapuki and colleagues (2011) targeted the business 

consideration of joint ventures and strategic alliances 

between firms. Chen and Chang (2010) used patent 

portfolio evaluation to measure a firm’s performance. 

Four articles provided an approach to determine patent 

value. Fischer and Leidinger (2014) and Nair, Mathew, 

and Nag (2011) evaluated the value of a patent based on 

a patent auction price. Hall, Jaffe, and Trajtenberg 

(2005) evaluated the value of a patent based on a firm’s 

stock market price. Harhoff, Scherer, and Vopel (2002) 

used survey data to evaluate patent value. Hirschey and 

Richardson (2004) evaluated patent quality with a 

firm’s stock market price. Reitzig (2003) provided an 

evaluation for the present value of a patent. Tseng 

(2009) provided an evaluation to compare the level of 

innovation between countries.

In summary, the literature review revealed the follow-

ing nine types of citation-based patent evaluations:

1. Mergers and acquisition targeting

2. Joint venture targeting

3. Strategic alliance targeting

4. Firm performance based on knowledge flow or 

associated with a firm's patent portfolio

5. Patent value based on a sale price or a firm’s stock 

market price and based on a portfolio of patents

6. Patent quality based on a portfolio of patents

7. Present value of a patent 

8. A degree of invention based on a portfolio of patents

9. A range of comparisons based on knowledge flow

The literature was further inductively synthesized to 

identify trends across the body of literature from four 

specific perspectives, as outlined in Table 1. A first per-

spective is the overall business consideration, which 

identified a business issue or opportunity to investigate 

based on an evaluation of the patent, including stra-

tegic partnerships, strategic innovations, and inven-

tions, as well as identifying potential leads to other 

firms and people.

A second perspective is citation information. This per-

spective relates to the use of prior art citations in the 

evaluation of a patent and includes the cited citation 

list of patents and the citing citation list of patents that 

depend on a particular evaluation need. Every one of 

the business considerations requires the use of citation 

information in the patent evaluation.

A third perspective is business information. This per-

spective relates to the type and makeup of business 

metrics required by patent evaluations in association 

http://www.ebscohost.com/academic/business-source-complete
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with the overall business considerations. Some busi-

ness considerations require the additional business 

metrics and others do not.

A fourth perspective is patent information, which 

relates to metadata associated with the patent and, 

again, some business considerations require the addi-

tional patent metadata and others do not.

Business Considerations

Four strategic groups of business considerations were 

synthesized from the literature review concerning cita-

tion-based patent evaluation methodologies. Respect-

ively, these four groups concerned the strategies to 

identify: business partners, strategic innovation, stra-

tegic inventions, and strategic linkages between patents.

Table 1. Citation-based patent evaluation methodologies identified in the literature review
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Identifying strategic business partners requires the ap-

plication of citation information and business econom-

ic information in the evaluation and is useful in 

product portfolio management, finding potential part-

ners for joint ventures and strategic alliances (Bapuki et 

al., 2011), and finding potential partners based on a 

firm's performance (Deng, 2008). 

Identifying strategic innovation requires the applica-

tion of citation information, business economic inform-

ation, and patent information in the evaluation. It leads 

to an evaluation of the patent or patents from the per-

spectives of intellectual property and business to reveal 

targets for mergers and acquisition (Brietzman & 

Thomas, 2002) or the value or importance of a patent 

(Fischer & Leidinger, 2014; Hall et al., 2005).

Identifying strategic inventions requires the application 

of citation information with patent information and 

leads to an evaluation of the patent or patents from an 

intellectual property perspective to reveal the present 

value of a patent (Reitzig, 2003), the degree of innova-

tion (Tseng, 2009), or firm performance from an invent-

iveness perspective (Chen & Chang, 2010). 

Finally, identifying strategic linkages between patents 

requires citation information and leads to an evalu-

ation of the patent or patents from a technology per-

spective to compare the geographic location of 

knowledge spillovers (Jaffe et al., 1993), country-based 

innovation comparisons (Tseng, 2009), the inventive-

ness or "simplicity" of a patent (Reitzig, 2003), or incre-

mental versus radical innovation (Tseng, 2009).

Citation Information

Prior art citations relate to the flow or exchange of 

knowledge (Bapuki et al., 2011) between old technology 

and the new technology described in the patent. Non-

patent citations relate to a flow of knowledge between 

research (Hirschey & Richardson, 2004) and the new 

technology described in the patent. Prior art citations 

also reveal the names of inventors, entrepreneurs, and 

firms associated with a patent (Hall et al., 2005). As de-

scribed earlier, citation information may include both 

backwards citations (i.e., cited citations referring to 

earlier records; may be part of the original patent or ad-

ded later) and forwards citations (i.e., citing citations re-

ferring to later records; added after the original patent 

application). Citation-based evaluations may use cited 

citations or citing citations in three different ways. First, 

the evaluation may be based on cited citations to un-

derstand the relationship with the old prior art. Second, 

the evaluation may be based on citing citations to un-

derstand the influence on the newer technology. Fi-

nally, the evaluation may be based on a combination of 

cited and citing citations. Through assignment of pat-

ent-ownership metadata associated with the patent, the 

citations also further identify when the citations are in-

ternal or external to the firm , which allows the evaluat-

or to examine the citation relationships from the 

perspective of the firm or competitors to the firm.

Cited citations pertain to and indicate relative patent 

value (Chen & Chang, 2010), knowledge spillovers of old 

technology into a new technology (Deng, 2008; Jaffe et 

al., 1993) and novelty or inventiveness (Reitzig, 2003). In 

contrast, citing citations relate to patent quality (Fischer 

& Leidinger, 2004; Hirschey & Richardson, 2004), patent 

value (Chen & Chang, 2010), patent portfolio perform-

ance (Deng, 2008; Jaffe et al., 1993) and scientific ad-

vances (Hirschey & Richardson, 2004).

Business Information

Citation information may also be supplemented with 

business economic information that depends on the 

type of business contribution from the patent evalu-

ation methodology. For example, business economic in-

formation is required in addition to citation 

information when the business consideration relates to 

strategic partner selection or identifying strategic innov-

ation.

Citation information is supplemented with business 

economic information when the business consideration 

from the patent evaluation methodology relates to firm 

performance or economic value, joint ventures, stra-

tegic alliances, or a mergers and acquisition process. 

Business economic information includes sales informa-

tion (Bapuki et al., 2011), market valuation information 

(Deng, 2008), stock market information (Hall et al., 

2005; Hirschey & Richardson, 2004), and patent auction 

price (Fischer & Leidinger, 2014; Nair et al., 2011).

Patent Information

Citation information may also be supplemented with 

other patent-related information when the business 

contribution from the patent evaluation methodology 

relates to the patent or aspects surrounding the patent. 

Patent related-information includes:

• the number of patents, patent portfolio growth, current 

patent impact, linkages to science, the technology cycle 

time, R&D intensity (Brietzman & Thomas, 2002)
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• the share of patents, relative patent position (Chen & 

Chang, 2010)

• the patent family size and international patent classific-

ation codes (Fischer & Leidinger, 2014)

• opposition outcomes in Europe (Harhoff et al., 2002)

• the breadth of the patent claims, the degree and diffi-

culty to design around a patent, the patent disclosure 

and position of the patent in the portfolio (Reitzig, 2003)

Citation-Based Patent Evaluation Framework

Citation-based patent evaluation methodologies re-

quire a particular strategic focus. The evaluating firm 

must focus on a particular business consideration and 

provide links to relevant information. The citation-

based patent evaluation framework was created 

through induction and synthesis of the ideas from the 

literature. The framework pulls all of this together with 

the associated linkages between the four key categories 

and is illustrated in Figure 1.

The citation-based patent evaluation framework syn-

thesized in this research includes four constructs relat-

ing to citation information, business considerations, 

business information, and patent information. The 

main focus is business considerations and it connects 

with a subsequent citation-based patent evaluation 

methodology. The business considerations are 

grouped into four strategic groups: strategic partners, 

strategic innovation, strategic inventions, and strategic 

linkages between patents. These four strategic groups 

have very specific linkages and are interrelated to the 

information in the other three constructs as illustrated 

in Figure 1.

The "strategic partners" consideration relates to target-

ing higher-performance firms for joint ventures and 

strategic alliances. The evaluation requires both cita-

tion information and economic information. The "stra-

tegic innovation" consideration relates to targeting 

firms for a potential merger and acquisition or firms 

with higher-value, higher-quality patents. This type of 

evaluation requires citation information, economic in-

formation, and patent information. The "strategic in-

Figure 1. The citation-based patent evaluation framework
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ventions" consideration relates to identifying a firm's 

more inventive assets. This could be the evaluating firm 

or a competitive firm, and it requires both citation in-

formation and patent information. Finally, the "stra-

tegic linkages" consideration relates to tracking 

knowledge flow for a range of comparisons concerning 

inventiveness and identifying more inventive firms and 

actors. This evaluation requires citation information.

Table 2 summarizes guidance for entrepreneurs and 

managers in the form of a checklist. It associates a cita-

tion-based patent evaluation methodology with each of 

the four strategic options of a business consideration 

and the information required by each of the four stra-

tegic options to conduct the evaluation.

The first step for entrepreneurs and managers in proact-

ively preparing for an evaluation of a strategic oppor-

tunity is to identify the strategic focus from the four 

strategic groups of business considerations. Then, they 

identify and gather related citation information, eco-

nomic information, and patent information based on 

the links to the strategic groups of the business consid-

erations. The checklist will assist with this activity. 

Gathering the relevant information becomes an ongo-

ing process to prepare the firm for any eventual cita-

tion-based patent evaluation of strategic opportunities.

In the subsections that follow, four example scenarios 

illustrate how the business considerations from Figure 

1 and Table 2 can be applied in a citation-based patent 

evaluation.

Scenario 1: Strategic partners 

Consider a firm that is interested in joining a business 

ecosystem and is seeking to identify a strategic partner 

from the firms in this ecosystem. This evaluation re-

quires both citation information and economic inform-

ation. First, the evaluating firm should identify the 

patent or patents of the target firms. Second, the firm 

should acquire the citation information, including the 

names of the inventors and associated firms. The cita-

tion information reveals whether the patents are based 

on knowledge that is internal or external to the firms. A 

patent based primarily on internal firm citation inform-

ation suggests the associated firm has a higher capabil-

ity for inventiveness. Next, the evaluating firm should 

acquire economic information is the form of sales in-

formation for the technology associated with the pat-

ent. Finally, the information may be compared on a 

firm-by-firm basis to identify target firms with higher or 

lower capability of inventiveness and higher or lower 

commercial success.

Scenario 2: Strategic innovation

Or, perhaps a publically traded company is interested in 

identifying a strategic innovation, either one of its own 

or that of a competitor. This evaluation requires cita-

tion, economic, and patent information. Again, the first 

steps are to identify the patent or patents of interest and 

then acquire the citation information. In this scenario, 

citation information includes the list of cited citations, 

the list of citing citations, and the date of the citations 

(older vs. newer). The citation information also includes 

the number of cited citations that are scientific, which 

reveals the degree to which the patent is based on sci-

entific research or an early-commercialized technology. 

The number of citing citations reveals the degree of fu-

ture value where the higher the number of citing cita-

tions, the higher the future value of the patent. 

Finally, the company should acquire stock market in-

formation and the expenditure of the research and de-

velopment efforts and the size or number of patents in 

the patent portfolio. The goal is to find the patents that 

have the highest number of citing citations based on sci-

entific research and that are associated with the best 

economic information. This combination of informa-

tion can reveal the strategic innovations.

Scenario 3: Strategic inventions

Consider a firm that is interested in identifying a relat-

ively higher present value patent from a selection of pat-

ents that has not been commercialized. This evaluation 

requires both citation and patent information, so the 

firm should start by identifying the patent or patents of 

interest and gather cited citation information. A high 

number of cited citations suggests low inventiveness. 

Next, the firm should review the breadth of the claims in 

the patent and consider how easy it would be to "design 

around" the patent. The patent disclosure should be re-

viewed from a competitive perspective to assess the 

learning value to competitors. Finally, the relative value 

of the patent in a portfolio of patents should be ex-

amined. Conducting this type of evaluation on a patent-

by-patent basis provides a relative comparison of the 

technological present value of the patent and helps 

identify strategic inventions with higher present value.

Scenario 4: Strategic linkages

Finally, consider a firm that is contemplating breaking 

into a new technology domain. Identifying strategic link-

ages based on the flow of knowledge between patents 

can help identify actors and firms associated with partic-

ular technology groups identified in the patents. So, the 

first step is to identify the key patents for evaluation. 

Then, both the cited citation and citing citation informa-
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tion should be obtained, including the names of the in-

ventors and the names of the firms. Finally, for each key 

patent, links between the citations should be revealed 

and the actors and firms associated with each key pat-

ent should be identified.

Recommendations for Entrepreneurs and 

Managers

From a close reading of the published research on cita-

tion-based patent evaluation methodologies, and 

through induction and synthesis looking closely at busi-

ness considerations, related information, and linkages 

between the business considerations and information, 

four recommendations are offered for entrepreneurs and 

mangers seeking to be prepared for strategic opportunit-

ies and business decisions by revealing valuable hidden 

details and insight surrounding a patent.

1. Make citation-based patent evaluation a differentiating 

business practice.

Citation-based patent evaluation methodologies 

provide an interesting opportunity to gain strategic ad-

vantage. This strategic advantage could relate to a firm’s 

patent or portfolio of patents, or it could be with respect 

to another firm’s patent or portfolio of patents. This 

competitive aspect is not well understood or known by 

entrepreneurs and managers; however, it can provide a 

strategic advantage to firms that identify and target stra-

tegic partners, innovation, inventions, and linkages in 

the citation network. This competitive aspect can be-

come a differentiating business practice, thereby bring-

ing strategic advantage to the firm.

2. Identify, understand, and use the four strategic options 

for citation-based patent evaluations.

The strategic options synthesized from a review of the 

extant literature with respect to business considerations 

reveals options that may be leveraged with specific inter-

related information. Seeking out strategic partners, in-

novation, inventions and linkages provides relevant 

strategic advantage to a firm. Citation-based patent eval-

uation provides the means to realize this competitive ad-

vantage based on the citations, business economic, and 

patent information.

3. Make the gathering of patent evaluation information a 

core patent management activity.

The citation-based patent evaluation framework and 

checklist help identify the strategic options and key 

sources of information required by each option. Gather 

relevant information relevant to the opportunity based 

on these strategic options as part of a management pro-

cess or activity. This prepares the firm for the moment 

when a patent evaluation is required.

4. Understand how to combine strategic options with rel-

evant information.

The citation-based patent evaluation framework reveals 

specific links between the strategic options and the re-

quired interrelated categories of information. First, 

identify the strategic option and then gather the interre-

lated information. Finally, conduct the citation-based 

patent evaluation based on the literature identified in 

Table 2.

In summary, a key to the firm's success is leveraging the 

strategic options from the business considerations and 

interrelated information about the citations, business, 

and patents to reveal the hidden details surrounding 

their patent, or a competitor's patent, and make better 

strategic business decisions.

Conclusion

The citation-based patent evaluation framework and 

checklist that emerged from this research provide guid-

ance and reveal the requirements for a set of nine differ-

ent patent evaluation methodologies. The requirements 

are based on the four static options of business consid-

erations, the information required by each considera-

tion, and the associated links between the options and 

information to prepare for an evaluation.

Entrepreneurs and managers are able to prepare for 

strategic opportunities that include either a firm’s pat-

ent or a competitive patent against the firm. They can 

identify strategic options, identify relevant information 

interrelated to the strategic options, and proactively 

gather this relevant information over time. This ap-

proach provides early and ongoing insight that enables 

strategic opportunities and decisions.

Further research should focus on refining the current 

strategic options and interrelated information, and ex-

panding the citation-based patent evaluation frame-

work. The research should examine other citation-based 

patent evaluation methodologies, business considera-

tions, the interrelated information, and specifically the 

links between the considerations and interrelated in-

formation.

In practice, entrepreneurs and managers should identify 

their strategic options and proactively gather the inform-

ation required by these options to reveal the valuable 

hidden details that enable strategic business decisions.
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Introduction

The rapid expansion and improvement of digital wire-

less networks has created a sea change in the expecta-

tions among consumers regarding connectivity. 

Smartphones are becoming ubiquitous, and they are 

among the most rapidly adopted consumer technolo-

gies in history. DeGusta (2012) reported that smart-

phones were on pace to saturate North American and 

World markets in record time, and most US phones, in-

cluding the vast majority of new phone purchases, are 

smartphones (Reed, 2013). Services such as Twitter and 

Vine were tailored for the mobile market from the start, 

and major industry players from Google to Facebook to 

Twitter have scrambled to stake their claim in the mo-

bile space.

Yet, despite the rapid growth of this market, there is 

sometimes the perception that only the very large glob-

al competitors are able to compete in this new domain. 

However, the success of Apple’s AppStore and the more 

recent Google Play means that developers of software 

and associated services that leverage mobile technolo-

gies have the opportunity to reach millions of potential 

customers with relatively limited marketing and distri-

bution budgets. In fact, the digital landscape makes it 

more rather than less feasible for upstarts to disrupt 

more established players (Davis, 2014), at least in many 

competitive domains. The AppStore alone generated 

$10 billion in sales in 2013 (Apple Press Info, 2014) 

across more than a million different apps (148Apps.biz, 

2014). Google Play passed the 25 billion app download 

mark more than a year ago (Webster, 2013), and al-

though revenues still lag behind the AppStore, the gap 

is narrowing (Perez, 2014).

All of this begs the question: what is the impact of 

Canada’s uncompetitive telecommunications land-

scape on such entrepreneurship? It is well established 

that telecommunications services in Canada are not 

Our research on 2012 and 2013 Canadian wireless service pricing indicates that data was un-

derpriced relative to traditional voice and text messaging services. Such a situation, while 

potentially disadvantaging consumers of traditional mobile services, created a market that 

favoured competitors pursuing innovative uses of mobile data. Although more competitive 

pressures in the telecommunications market would provide broader benefits to Canadian 

consumers and facilitate greater innovation in related services, a favorable pricing differen-

tial vis-à-vis data transmission provides useful incentives. Even with recent changes to the 

pricing of mobile services in Canada, we should expect continued development of services 

that substitute data for voice and text messaging, particularly for international communica-

tions, as well as more innovative uses of mobile data.

Seriously, we are in the midst of the convergence of voice 

and data and that is challenging the infrastructure of 

the telephone companies. There are huge commercial 

interests in the basic technology, but even more so in 

content delivery and control of content.

Steve Crocker

Visionary, inventor, and Internet Hall of Fame inductee

“

”
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competitive, and that Canadian consumers pay more 

for less (Christopher, 2013), in large part due to the lack 

of effective competition (Surti & Moretz, 2013). 

However, there are some reasons for hope when it 

comes to telecommunications related entrepreneur-

ship.

In order to detail the situation that pertains in the Cana-

dian telecommunications market and the opportunities 

that this market presents for innovation, we first dis-

cuss the Canadian wireless market and examine the ad-

vertised pricing data of the three major service 

providers to infer the marginal cost of the various ser-

vices. We then examine the pricing inefficiencies that 

arose under the pricing plans available to Canadian 

consumers in 2013 and the implications of these plans 

regarding incentives and substitution effects. We close 

with discussion of innovation opportunities provided 

by this market situation and by the infrastructure that 

has developed around smartphones and other mobile 

devices in particular.

The Canadian Wireless Market

Based on our analysis of the pricing of Canadian tele-

communications services from 2012 to 2013, mobile 

data has been effectively cross-subsidized by the fees 

for voice calls and text messaging (i.e., short messaging 

service [SMS]). Thus, software and services that utilize 

the data stream of a mobile device were making use of a 

cheaper service option, giving such services an advant-

age in the marketplace and providing a stimulus for in-

novation and entrepreneurship in the Canadian mobile 

communications space.

Though such innovations have provided some relief for 

consumers, the Canadian telecommunications market 

remains uncompetitive, in part because of the high cost 

of entry for carriers. Telecom carries must invest 

enormous amounts of capital upfront in the acquisition 

of spectrum and development and maintenance of net-

works in order to provide sufficiently broad coverage. 

The cost of adding one more individual to the service is 

negligible in comparison to the costs of creating a vi-

able network, and any calculation of the cost of provid-

ing services would need to amortize these fixed costs 

for many years across all of the customers served. 

However, even if we were to undertake such a calcula-

tion of service costs, we do not have access to the re-

quisite detailed cost data. The telecommunications 

providers do not publish such data for strategic and 

competitive reasons. Thus, we must approach the prob-

lem from a different angle.

Although the data on the actual costs borne by the pro-

viders themselves is not readily available, we do have 

extensive access to consumer pricing information. Be-

cause the telecommunications providers operate an ex-

tensive retail operation, selling services directly to both 

individual consumers and small businesses, they make 

pricing information widely available as part of their 

marketing efforts. Using multiple linear regression 

(tinyurl.com/yqxx8v), we analyse 2012 and 2013 advertised 

pricing information across all retail plans offered by 

each of the "Big 3" Canadian telecommunications com-

panies and their subsidiaries: Rogers (rogers.com), TELUS 

(telus.com), and Bell (bell.ca). The advertised price data 

were collected during the summer of 2012 and 2013 

from their respective websites. We deliberately ignored 

short-term "teaser rates" and promotional pricing and 

instead focused on the published retail pricing that 

most consumers end up paying in the long run.

The use of multiple linear regression to estimate im-

plied cost is a well-established approach in economics. 

For businesses that have very high fixed cost and negli-

gible marginal cost of operation, it is possible to infer 

the cost component of each offering using advertised 

rates. In economics, this is referred to as the shadow 

price (tinyurl.com/24k7be). Given that the underlying tele-

communications infrastructures used by the different 

providers are quite similar within each technological 

generation and all providers operate well above minim-

um efficient scale, such costs can be discounted as a 

source of cost differences between service providers. 

Therefore, by advertising information about their offer-

ings and announcing the prices charged for variety of 

bundled options, the telecommunications companies 

reveal useful information about their cost structure for 

providing each of the three services to the consumer. 

The cost estimates of the service components for each 

of the three service providers are presented in Table 1. 

Here, we highlight the estimated cost of voice, text, and 

data implied by published pricing data along with ad-

vertised overage charges. This method allows us to es-

timate the implied marginal costs of one minute of 

voice, one text message, and one GB of data with statist-

ical confidence (the p values and the F statistics were all 

significant at 95% level of significance). Although these 

values are indirect estimates of costs, we confirm them 

with reference to the data equivalent of voice transmis-

sions. 

In Table 1, we resolve the bundled telecom plan into its 

main cost components. Our analysis shows that there is 

a significant fixed cost component for simply connect-

ing a customer to the network, as implied by the base 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_regression
http://www.rogers.com
http://www.telus.com
http://bell.ca
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shadow_price
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connection fee, or a monthly fee in industry parlance. 

Such a connection cost is to be expected in an industry 

with such an enormous fixed cost component. As the 

table shows, there are some substantial differences 

between the carriers in terms of the implied costs of 

building and maintaining the basic network infrastruc-

ture. These differences are perhaps due to historical ac-

cident, operational scale, technological sophistication, 

and market demographics, but they are not the focus of 

our discussion here. Without technological develop-

ments that radically reduce the costs associated with 

developing an extensive network of towers and switch-

ing equipment, this element of the pricing of service 

provision is unlikely to decline dramatically as a propor-

tion of the overall cost structure, and it does little to elu-

cidate the opportunity for mobile services innovation 

that we hope to see in the Canadian market.

Market Constraints, Inefficiencies, and

Innovation

Because the marginal cost of voice calls and text mes-

saging is negligible, once the consumer is connected to 

the network, the cost of providing additional voice and 

text services is negligible. The fact that voice minutes 

were limited by providers indicates a significant mark-

up given the negligible cost of provision. In addition, 

consumers were heavily penalized for exceeding their 

allocated quota of voice and text; in our analysis, the 

overage charge mark-up on voice was approximately 

4500% and for text it was almost 20,000%. For data 

however, in terms of overage charges, the mark-up on 

average was only 105%, substantially lower when com-

pared to voice and text overage charge mark-ups. The 

fact that published prices imply limited cost for provid-

ing voice and text services coupled with the strong influ-

ence of data on plan prices indicates that the cost 

structure is dominated by data volume. This finding 

from our analysis, coupled with the prevalence of lim-

ited voice minutes and text messages and the dramatic 

difference between the overage mark-up for voice and 

text relative to data, indicates an effective subsidy on 

data usage in the form of disproportionate mark-ups on 

voice and text services. Thus, consumers of voice and 

text are in effect cross-subsidizing heavy consumers of 

data. This subsidization might be especially true for 

lower-tier service plans or voice-only plans for which 

consumers pay significantly more than the implied cost 

to provide voice services, as well as for consumers who 

feel compelled to purchase plans with features and data 

allowances that they do not need in order to get the 

voice minutes they want. 

Such cross-subsidization of data has significant implic-

ations for the development of software and services 

that utilize mobile data transmissions. Under such pri-

cing schemes, mobile phone users who primarily make 

use of voice or text messaging are disadvantaged, while 

those consumers who use data services pay comparat-

ively less for that aspect of service relative to the cost of 

provision. It is relatively easy and quite instructive to 

highlight the overpricing of voice minutes in the Cana-

dian market. Assuming that the encoding used for pro-

prietary mobile networks is similar to the G.711 

standard (tinyurl.com/yoz6q5) used in telephony DS0 chan-

nels (tinyurl.com/kwaol8v), the conversion of voice to data 

would be: 64 kbps x 9.5367x10

-7

 gb/kb x 60 seconds = 

.003662 gbpm or 273 minutes per gigabit. Whereas a 

voice minute transmitted as overage would cost 46 

cents, that same voice transmission using data overage 

would cost less than 8 cents/minute, making it substan-

tially cheaper than voice overage. In fact, most wireless 

carriers used codecs similar to those used for Voice 

over Internet Protocol (VoIP), achieving low latency, 

Table 1. Canadian mobile telecommunications main cost components (based on 2013 data)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G.711
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Signal_0
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high-quality transmission at data rates less than 10% 

those required by G.711 transmission. At 6.3 kbps, the 

higher data rate possible using G.723.1 (tinyurl.com/

33hy5s), the data equivalent of one minute of voice 

would cost less than $0.01, which is precisely what our 

analysis shows. Overpricing of voice and text transmis-

sion by service providers, both globally and in Canada, 

has spurred the creation of a variety of innovative solu-

tions by third-party developers to transmit voice and 

text messages using data. 

Thus, entrepreneurs who developed software and ser-

vices that leverage data transmission should experience 

a comparative advantage by virtue of the effective sub-

sidy on data rates. The advantages to innovation of 

what amounts to a subsidy on mobile data proposed 

here are compatible with arguments regarding mobile 

web development proposed in Ville Saarikoski's (2006) 

PhD dissertation at the University of Oulu in Finland, in 

which he characterizes email specifically, and the mo-

bile Internet more broadly, as disruptive technologies 

(cf. Bower & Christensen, 1995). 

Saarikoski’s dissertation argues that SMS or text mes-

saging is far less efficient than email at creating scale-

free networks. In essence, email connectivity (and com-

munications via other technologies that use similar net-

work connectivity approaches) requires fewer steps on 

average to connect any given node to another node. 

Saarikoski extends the insights related to scale-free net-

works to argue that value-added services (e.g., beyond 

traditional voice calling) could be increased in a mobile 

packet-based (digital) network. For example, NTT 

DoCoMo’s i-mode service (tinyurl.com/nlkqtq) in Japan 

had achieved significant market success by adopting a 

packet switched network that facilitated non-voice 

communication and enabled extensive development of 

third-party services from which i-mode earned a reven-

ue-sharing percentage (Mallon, 2013). However, carri-

ers in Europe failed to adopt similar structures, which 

may have played a significant role in the slow growth of 

mobile data networks and associated services in the 

European market. 

More importantly for our present argument, 

Saarikoski’s dissertation also argues that the pricing as-

sociated with the European networks inhibited adop-

tion in multiple ways, including connection costs and 

usage fees. DoCoMo’s success was in part attributable 

to its decision to focus on the consumer market, where 

buyers were less conservative and more willing to ex-

periment with new technologies than were many busi-

ness customers. Apple followed a similar path to mar-

ket success with its line of i-products, with consumer 

adoption preceding eventual expansion into the busi-

ness market. However, the success of i-mode is also in-

timately connected to its decision to leverage packet 

data and offer reasonable pay-per-use pricing to facilit-

ate innovation in third-party services  (Grech, 2003).     

Opportunities for Innovation 

Innovation is directly related to the application of ideas 

or methods in ways that provide greater value to society 

(McIntyre, 1982). Value, for both consumers and busi-

nesses, includes cost factors as well as benefits 

provided (Anderson & Narus, 1998; Ratchford, 1982). In 

the context of mobile telecommunications, applica-

tions that provide opportunities to substitute comparat-

ively underpriced data for overpriced voice and texting 

services provide cost-focused value to consumers. 

However, the same innovations that provide those cost-

saving opportunities also provide richer, more effect-

ively integrated communications services that increase 

customer benefits. 

Among the more famous of the app-based communica-

tions solutions are WhatsApp (whatsapp.com) and Viber 

(viber.com). Facebook recently acquired WhatsApp for 

$19 billion in cash and stock and Viber was purchased 

by Rakuten, a Japanese e-commerce company, for al-

most $1 billion. These transactions are testaments to 

the value of each solution's user bases, which number 

in the hundreds of millions. In addition to these more 

recent players, some of the early VoIP pioneers such as 

magicJack and Vonage have launched mobile apps that 

extend their service from simple landline telephony re-

placement into a mobile platform offering seamless 

voice communications. Such services can be very at-

tractive to consumers because of the effective subsidiz-

ation of data transmission by wireless service providers. 

These services also present opportunities for greater 

value creation through the integration of multiple 

forms of communication in a fashion that is not com-

patible with the traditional paradigm that voice com-

munication is different than and separate from data.

Businesses may also substitute text data for voice com-

munications when contacting customers. Businesses 

such as financial service providers, cable providers, wa-

ter/power/gas utilities, and telecommunication service 

providers themselves can communicate upcoming bill 

payments, changes to account details, or upcoming 

planned outages of services via multiple channels in-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G.723.1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I-mode
http://www.whatsapp.com/
http://www.viber.com/
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cluding text messages. Such simple innovations with 

such significant potential to decrease costs, increase 

service quality, and dramatically improve overall profit-

ability have remained virtually absent from Canadian 

marketplace, in part because of the consumer costs as-

sociated with their adoption. In India, where text mes-

sages are usually free and unlimited, most businesses, 

including financial services and utilities, make extens-

ive use of SMS to communicate with customers. One 

substantial driver of the slower rate of adoption of such 

service innovations in Canada may be privacy and se-

curity concerns on the part of Canadian companies and 

the Canadian government, rendering such innovations 

infeasible. Yet, the fact remains that, from a cost-of-

business point of view, such mechanisms represent sig-

nificant efficiency improvement opportunities while 

also providing opportunities for enhanced customer 

service. Similarly, the success of online messaging ser-

vices such as Skype, WhatsApp, and Viber bears testa-

ment to the fact that consumers have been very 

interested in alternatives to comparatively overpriced 

voice calling, text messaging (SMS), and multimedia 

messaging services (MMS).

Conclusion and Insights: Innovation

Opportunities

The apps noted above represent but a small proportion 

of the explosion of apps that has arisen. The industry’s 

shift from mobile phones with expanded capabilities to 

more flexibly functional mobile computing devices has 

changed the innovation landscape. The history of Re-

search in Motion (RIM)/BlackBerry (blackberry.com) is in-

formative. The Blackberry devices and their secured 

push-messaging service had enormous success be-

cause of their innovative solution to mobile communic-

ations problems, specifically reliable and secure 

transmission of email, avoiding the problems and ex-

cessive costs associated with mobile messaging 

(Gustin, 2013). Yet, RIM failed to expand its target mar-

ket and neglected the benefits of broader innovation by 

third-party participants, particularly in the large con-

sumer segment of the mobile market. As research has 

pointed out, Apple similarly neglected third-party de-

velopers at the initial launch of the iPhone but quickly 

moved to facilitate outside development when the mar-

ket moved in that direction (West & Mace, 2010).

Although competition in the market for apps is fierce, 

particularly on Apple’s closely managed AppStore 

(Lagorio-Chafkin, 2010), there are opportunities for 

smaller competitors to enter the industry. As of March 

2014, there were more than 300,000 publishers of apps 

for Apple’s products in the U.S. (148Apps.biz, 2014). In 

many respects, the AppStore and Google Play can be 

seen as a mechanism for lowering the obstacles to in-

novation by providing a platform that reduces the need 

for extensive investment in distribution and support 

capabilities. More broadly, the rise of the smartphone 

and similar mobile devices presents opportunities for 

substantial innovation in much more focused domains. 

Even where a robust market willing to purchase a 

tailored application is absent, businesses often find it 

desirable to create custom applications (cf. Apple De-

veloper, 2014). This expansion of opportunities for cus-

tomer-driven innovation is akin to the “user toolkits” 

concept promulgated by von Hippel (2001, von Hippel 

& Katz, 2002) among others. In the case of mobile tele-

communications, the “smart” devices themselves may 

serve as the foundation for user-driven innovation with 

some additional support available through the distribu-

tion and support infrastructures of the device champi-

ons (e.g., Apple and Google).

Mobile commerce has also seen significant increase in 

interest as expanding mobile device capabilities make 

myriad approaches feasible (Ho & Kwok, 2003). Going 

forward, the growing success of phone- and text-based 

payment services such as mpessa in Asia and Africa, as 

well as increased use of virtual wallets using near field 

communication (NFC) technology and the rise of the 

"crypto currencies" may hasten the creation of more in-

novation in the West, which relies more extensively on 

data rather than voice and text.

Although the differences in pricing and the implied 

costs of service provision between various types of mo-

bile telecommunications has historically presented 

some relative advantages for developers of digital 

products and services that utilize mobile data, we 

should note that the lack of competitiveness in the tele-

communications sector still represents a significant 

obstacle to Canadian competitiveness in general and to 

innovation in the mobile space in particular. The struc-

ture of offerings in the consumer market may tend to 

offset such negative effects in certain domains by 

presenting consumers with data service at a price that 

is effectively subsidized by text and voice mark-ups, but 

innovation will still experience negative effects from the 

lack of a competitive market for mobile telecommunic-

ations. 

Although there were potential advantages for innovat-

ors using mobile data under the pricing structures in 

http://blackberry.com
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place in 2012 and 2013, all innovative activities would 

benefit from lower prices and the spark to innovation in 

basic telecommunications provision that effective com-

petition would provide. The recent simplification of 

mobile pricing plans (CBC News, 2014) is a small step 

toward a more consumer-friendly market, and to the ex-

tent that such changes encourage more extensive and 

intensive adoption of mobile data services, they will 

help foster innovation among third-party app de-

velopers and service providers. However, the fact that 

all plans are identical and involve substantial price in-

creases shows that competition is lacking, with the 

threat of regulatory changes sparking the move to sim-

pler pricing structures. Our analysis of the new plans re-

veal that in effect the data is priced at $6.21 per GB and 

the monthly access fee or the base fee is $60.95 and a 

phone subsidy of $20.00 is offered to consumers.

In fact, the revised plans, if anything, actually reduce 

the impetus to develop innovative products and ser-

vices that utilize mobile data. If the mobile Internet is 

to live up to its potential as a disruptive technology, 

changing the nature of our interactions, we must foster 

the same kind of open innovation that has led to such 

incredible developments in the wired web. Although in-

novation is proceeding in mobile services, a more com-

petitive market for basic mobile telecommunications 

service would greatly enhance opportunities for innova-

tion that none of us can readily envision.

Thus, despite the lack of competitiveness of the Cana-

dian telecommunications sector, a situation that deters 

innovation and the spread of potentially valuable ser-

vices and capabilities, the structure of offerings may 

have served to counteract those negative effects for 

some products and services. There are many sectors of 

the Canadian economy that stand to benefit from more 

competitive pricing in mobile services in general and 

mobile data in particular. Mobile financial services are 

one area that has seen tremendous development glob-

ally, and the Canadian market now has its first open 

mobile wallet solution (CNW, 2013) using mobile 

phone data capabilities to manage payments and loy-

alty program points from President's Choice Financial 

and TD Bank Group. Mobile gaming, particularly 

games that require extensive data communications in 

order to facilitate real-time interactive gameplay, could 

also benefit from pricing rationalization. For example, 

Ingress (ingress.com) utilizes mobile data connectivity, 

GPS, etc. in order to create an integrated augmented-

reality gaming environment. Games such as Shadow 

Cities (no longer available) and Parallel Kingdom (parallel

kingdom.com) take a similar approach, and there are myri-

ad other ways to enhance mobile gaming through data 

connectivity. Canada has a significant presence in the 

gaming domain, with major companies operating in 

Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, and elsewhere across 

the country, and mobile gaming of all sorts could see 

more extensive adoption and development if given the 

opportunity to leverage cheap and reliable data con-

nectivity. 

More broadly, we should expect to see innovations in 

areas that are not receiving significant attention at 

present. The wonderful thing about market structures 

that foster innovation is that we all benefit from devel-

opments that few of us could predict and that many of 

us would discount, but that the energetic, creative, am-

bitious, and determined entrepreneurs among us are 

willing to bet on with everything they have. The best we 

can do for them is to provide an equable playing field.

Recommended Reading

• Global Technology, Media, Telecom Innovation Series 

(PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2014; tinyurl.com/pscsp2q)

• "Disruptive Technologies" (Manyika et al., 2013; 

tinyurl.com/nmbecug)
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Resolving Legitimacy Deficits in Technology

Startups through Professional Services Practices 

Jay Payette

Introduction

New ventures face challenges specifically associated 

with their organizational age, such as a lack of manage-

ment structure and specialized role definition, a small 

or non-existent customer base, and a considerable de-

pendence on the decision making and performance of 

the founder(s) (Stinchcombe, 1965; Freeman et al., 

1983; Chrisman et al., 1998). One of the dimensions of 

this “liability of newness” is a perceived lack of legitim-

acy (Freeman et al., 1983; Singh et al., 1986). Although 

there has been a considerable amount of research con-

ducted in the field of organizational legitimacy over the 

past three decades (e.g., Singh et al. 1986; Suchman 

1995; Deephouse & Carter, 2005; Diez-Martin et al. 

2013), these efforts have produced precious few specif-

ic recommendations of how new ventures – particu-

larly technology startups – can create, or develop, 

legitimacy. Without specific approaches to developing 

organizational legitimacy, entrepreneurs are left to im-

provise legitimacy-building tactics on their own, that 

is, assuming that they recognize that others may not 

perceive their young company as legitimate. This art-

icle outlines an implementable approach that techno-

logy startups can use to build legitimacy: building a 

professional services practice. This approach is pro-

posed as an attractive method for technology startups 

to develop external pragmatic legitimacy, which is 

identified as an ideal form of legitimacy for new ven-

tures to pursue based on an analysis of the existing lit-

erature.

The article is organized in three main sections. First, 

the relevant literature is reviewed to highlight the vari-

ous forms of legitimacy and to explain why developing 

external pragmatic legitimacy was selected as the ob-

jective of the proposed solution, as opposed to develop-

ing other types of legitimacy. Second, the solution 

section, which represents the main contribution of this 

article, recommends that entrepreneurs build a profes-

sional services practice as an attractive approach to 

resolving the deficit of legitimacy faced by technology 

startups. Finally, the conclusion summarizes the find-

ings and recommends further avenues of research.

As new ventures, technology startups face a key challenge that is specifically associated with 

their young age: a perceived lack of organizational legitimacy. Organizational legitimacy is 

an important factor in the growth and survival of new ventures and is therefore an important 

issue for managers and entrepreneurs to address. Although there are many different typolo-

gies for defining types of organizational legitimacy, this article argues that technology star-

tups should focus on developing external pragmatic legitimacy as a means of acquiring the 

resources required to grow and thrive. However, despite the many ways by which an organiz-

ation can develop external pragmatic legitimacy, few are well suited to technology startups. 

Based on a review of the different types of organizational legitimacy and an assessment of 

their applicability to the context of technology startups, this article recommends that tech-

nology entrepreneurs should consider the creation of professional services practices to help 

develop external pragmatic legitimacy and overcome the “liability of newness”. 

You can't build a reputation on what you are going to do.

Henry Ford (1863–1947)

Business magnate and founder of Ford Motor Company

“

”
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Why Legitimacy Is Important to Technology 

Startups

Legitimacy contributes to a firm’s ability to acquire the 

resources it needs to grow (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002; 

Tornikoski & Newbert, 2005; Nagy et al., 2012; Diez-

Martin et al., 2013). These legitimacy-dependent re-

sources are particularly important for the growth and 

survival of new ventures (Starr & MacMillan, 1990; Hunt 

& Aldrich, 1996). The importance of legitimacy for the 

survival of new ventures can be partially attributed to 

the reluctance of others to engage in commercial rela-

tionships with organizations they deem unlikely to sur-

vive (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002; Tornikoski & Newbert, 

2005). 

There have been several efforts over the past decades to 

both define and construct a typology around organiza-

tional legitimacy (e.g., Deephouse & Carter, 2005; Reuf 

& Scott, 1998; Scott & Meyer, 1991; Aldrich & Foil, 1994). 

However, notable among the collection of research ef-

forts that have made contributions to the study of or-

ganizational legitimacy is Mark Suchman’s (1995) 

seminal paper “Managing Legitimacy: Strategic and In-

stitutional Approaches”. Suchman’s definition and to-

pology are used in this article given the considerable 

degree to which Suchman’s work has been referenced 

and built-upon by subsequent research efforts.

Suchman (1995) defines organizational legitimacy as “a 

generalized perception or assumption that the actions 

of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within 

some socially constructed system of norms, values, be-

liefs, and definitions”. The key to this definition is the 

implied roles of two entities: i) an entity who is evaluat-

ing the legitimacy of an organization, and ii) the organ-

ization whose legitimacy is being evaluated. 

Although Suchman’s definition of legitimacy is some-

what generalized, he also constructs a typology defin-

ing three categories of organizational legitimacy: 

pragmatic legitimacy, moral legitimacy, and cognitive 

legitimacy (Table 1). These three types of legitimacy are 

distinguished by defining interpretations of legitimacy 

via three different behavioural dynamics. Although the 

three types of legitimacy involve different behavioural 

dynamics, all three share a common characteristic in 

that they all involve a perception of organizational 

activities as conforming to some form of construct. 

Suchman’s typology is particularly useful for analyzing 

the legitimacy of businesses as it allows us to focus on a 

single behavioural dynamic to identify acute organiza-

tional characteristics that are contributing to legitima-

tion success or challenges. 

Of the three types of legitimacy, pragmatic legitimacy 

was isolated in this article because it was shown to have 

Table 1. Suchman’s three types of organizational legitimacy (Suchman, 1995)
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the most impact on an organization’s ability to acquire 

resources (Diez-Martin et al., 2013). Additionally, 

Tornikoski and Newbert (2005) argue that new ventures 

are better served by focusing on demonstrating their ca-

pacity to deliver on a value proposition as opposed to 

demonstrating their existing resource endowments. Fi-

nally, considering only cognitive legitimacy, Shepherd 

and Zacharakis (2003) argue that cognitive legitimacy of 

a new venture’s product is more important to the firm’s 

success than the cognitive legitimacy of the organiza-

tion and the cognitive legitimacy of the managers. The 

importance of product in cognitive legitimacy suggests 

that pragmatic legitimacy and cognitive legitimacy are 

linked given that an understanding of a new venture’s 

product(s) is critical for establishing the self-serving 

value proposition that drives pragmatic legitimacy.

Additionally, an analysis of the collected literature sug-

gests that, when deciding to provide resources to new 

ventures, the perceived ability of the new venture to de-

liver value to stakeholders (i.e., to execute their value 

proposition) carries more importance than the new ven-

ture’s ability to operate within acceptable moral norms 

(i.e., demonstrate moral legitimacy) or to successfully 

articulate their purpose and operations (i.e., demon-

strate cognitive legitimacy). 

Finally, legitimacy can be evaluated by entities within 

and outside of the technology startup. Given that there 

are considerably more resources outside of a techno-

logy startup (e.g., customer payments, investments, 

grants, mentoring, partnership agreement, talent) as op-

posed to inside of it (e.g., employee funds, employee ef-

fort, patents, proprietary knowledge), this article 

focuses on how technology startups can develop prag-

matic legitimacy externally as opposed to how to estab-

lish pragmatic legitimacy internally. This is not meant 

to discount the importance of establishing internal prag-

matic legitimacy, but it does emphasize that the object-

ive of a new venture – particularly a technology startup 

–is to acquire new resources, and therefore that organiz-

ation would benefit from focusing primarily on the de-

velopment of external pragmatic legitimacy.

Developing External Pragmatic Legitimacy

Fortunately, for technology startups, there are a number 

of specific actions they can take to develop all forms of 

legitimacy, including external pragmatic legitimacy 

(Suchman, 1995; Deephouse, 1996; Zimmerman & 

Zeitz, 2002). According to Suchman, nearly all efforts to 

build legitimacy fall into three categories: i) seeking con-

formity to established norms through changes in the 

firms’ behaviour, ii) seeking out an audience that con-

sider the firm’s existing behaviours as conforming to es-

tablished norms, or iii) creating new audiences that 

consider firm behaviours as conforming to new norms. 

This concept of new ventures developing legitimacy via 

conformity has however been challenged on the basis 

that new ventures by definition must avoid conformity 

in order to survive, because existing norms represent 

constraints that new ventures must overcome (Rindova 

et al., 2009). However, although Suchman (1995) and 

Rindova and colleagues (2009) both provide useful the-

oretical frameworks, they fall short of providing pre-

scriptive examples of specific behaviours that firms can 

engage in to build and expand legitimacy. Stuart, Ho-

ang, and Hybels (1999) and Nagy, Pollack, Rutherford, 

and Lohrke (2012) build on the work of Suchman by 

suggesting that successfully developing external legit-

imacy depends at least partially on building social rela-

tionships between managers inside a new venture and 

entities outside of it. Again, although the research con-

ducted by Stuart and, Nagy, and their colleagues make 

important contributions to the field of organizational 

legitimacy, it falls short of providing managers with spe-

cific and actionable behaviours that can directly con-

tribute to the development of legitimacy, and none of 

the research above references technology startups spe-

cifically. In the next section, a specific and actionable 

behaviour will be proposed, which can directly contrib-

ute to the development of external pragmatic legitim-

acy by new ventures.

Professional Services: A Solution for

Technology Startups

Unless a new venture can inherit legitimacy from in-

ternal sources, such as the founders, it must develop ex-

ternal pragmatic legitimacy through specific 

behaviours. The types of specific behaviours that a new 

venture can undertake may be limited, for example,  by 

a lack of resources (Katila and Shane, 2005). A chicken-

and-egg scenario may result, where a technology star-

tup lacks the legitimacy required to acquire resources 

and thus does not have adequate resources to invest in 

developing legitimacy. Given this constraint, an attract-

ive approach to developing external pragmatic legitim-

acy would not demand significant financial 

expenditure on the part of the technology startup. In 

the author's experience as a management consultant, 

the creation of a small professional services practice is 

one such approach, and it need not represent consider-

able cost or effort (Weiss, 2009). Technology startups by 

definition employ scientific or technological knowledge 

in order to solve a problem. This internal knowledge 
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can not only be employed for the development of the 

technology startup’s product(s) but it can also be “ren-

ted out” to other firms who cannot meet their demand 

for such skills internally. Creating a professional ser-

vices practice within the existing technology startup is 

one mechanism that can be used to make their know-

ledge and experience commercially available to other 

firms. 

Based on the definition of a professional service firm by 

von Nordenflycht (2010), this article defines a profes-

sional services practice as a commercial offering of the 

time and effort of knowledgeable professionals, without 

substantial capital costs. A technology startup can treat 

their professional services practice as an auxiliary 

product offering, operating alongside the technology-

driven core product offering(s). 

A professional services offering can contribute to the 

development of legitimacy to a technology startup in 

three ways: pragmatic verification, operational validity, 

and impression of viability. Pragmatic validation repres-

ents the perception that a technology startup can suc-

cessfully execute a realistic value proposition with one 

or more entities. By successfully engaging with clients 

in the professional services context, technology star-

tups create examples of their ability to create value for 

customers or partners. These examples help external 

entities to verify that the technology startup is capable 

of creating value, even before they have gone to market 

with a single product. In this way, technology startups 

will be able to demonstrate how the knowledge and ex-

perience within the firm have already successfully gen-

erated value outside the firm. 

Operational validity represents an external entity’s abil-

ity to operate their business in a way that conforms to 

established norms. A professional services practice 

provides the technology startup with the managerial ex-

periences of operating a business before any products 

are ready for market. The professional services practice 

will require the manager of the technology startup to 

perform common managerial tasks, which may include 

marketing, billing, accounting, time management, com-

munications, and contract management. This experi-

ence can demonstrate managerial competence to 

external entities, helping to alleviate a perception that 

the technology startup’s managers are untested and po-

tentially unreliable neophytes. 

Impression of viability represents the perception by ex-

ternal entities that a technology startup is likely to sur-

vive, which can increase the likelihood that external 

entities will engage in a commercial relationship with 

the technology startup (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002; 

Tornikoski & Newbert, 2005). The presence of both rev-

enue and ongoing customer engagements to existing 

customers can contribute to the perception that a tech-

nology startup is capable and committed to maintain-

ing itself as a going concern, even if none of the 

revenue or customer engagements are associated with 

the technology startup’s core products.

Thus, technology startups can create professional ser-

vices practices around the knowledge and experience 

of individuals already within the firm, all while redu-

cing the cost of acquiring and compensating new em-

ployees. However, by shifting from a model where the 

entire technology startup team dedicates all of their 

time on developing the technology product(s), towards 

a model where some of the team member’s time is split 

between providing professional services and develop-

ing the technology product(s),the technology startup 

might risk delaying the go-to-market timing of its tech-

nology products. The negative impacts of such a delay 

must be weighed against the benefits that are generated 

from having some team member time successfully en-

gaged in professional services work such as revenue, 

learning, the creation of social relationships, and the 

development of legitimacy. 

Conclusion

This article has highlighted that legitimacy is important 

to the growth and survival of new ventures, including 

technology startups. When seeking to develop legitim-

acy, technology startups should focus on building ex-

ternal pragmatic legitimacy above other types of 

legitimacy. One method for building external pragmatic 

legitimacy that should be attractive to technology star-

tups is the establishment of a professional services prac-

tice within the existing firm. A successful professional 

services practice contributes to the development of ex-

ternal pragmatic legitimacy by providing the techno-

logy startup with pragmatic validation, operational 

verification, and an impression of viability. 

Ultimately, a professional services practice gives a tech-

nology startup the opportunity to exist as a fully func-

tioning business before its technology products are 

ready to go to market. This approach shifts narratives 

around a technology startup away from the newness of 

the firm and its managers, towards the newness of a 

particular product offering, making the technology star-

tup less of a startup and more of a legitimate techno-

logy company.
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Resolving Legitimacy Deficits in Technology Startups through Professional Services

Jay Payette

Although this article fills an existing gap in the literat-

ure it is only a starting point. Empirical research study-

ing the efficacy of professional services offerings to 

develop pragmatic external legitimacy may provide fur-

ther insights on what technology startups can do to in-

crease their chances to not only survive, but thrive. For 

example, identifying case studies where technology 

startups both successfully and unsuccessfully attemp-

ted to use professional services to develop external le-

gitimacy would greatly assist future research effort in 

this field. Additionally, research investigating the oppor-

tunity costs that developing professional services prac-

tices pose to technology startups, given limited 

resources, will help us understand the efficacy of this 

particular approach to developing external legitimacy. 
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Using a Capability Perspective

to Sustain IT Improvement

Paul E. Renaud, Sheppard D. Narkier, and Sonia D. Bot 

Introduction

As firms become increasingly dependent on the capabil-

ities of their IT function, their appetite for change be-

comes dependent on their ability to accelerate maturity 

in the IT function. Yet, most IT functions have an inher-

ent inability to mature, which impedes a firm's ability to 

innovate due to the following factors, as we described in 

an earlier article in this series (Renaud et al., 2013):

1. The IT function must manage a large and growing col-

lection of aging applications, which are typically 

tightly interconnected and poorly documented, and 

the firm may have little knowledge of their overall 

workings. This common state of affairs is termed “leg-

acy debt”. These applications have been running for 

such a long time that, although many are considered 

integral to the firm’s survival, the insight to fix their 

significant and accrued problems has been lost.

2. Changing these applications engenders a level of risk 

that is hard to mitigate without extraordinary meas-

ures. Therefore, even necessary incremental changes 

are made infrequently and without a holistic expecta-

tion of how the application will react. Applications 

typically will degrade over time due to poor docu-

mentation and the loss of organizational knowledge 

about their inner workings and the extent of their ex-

ternal collaborations. This degradation is heightened 

if the application has been supported in a minimal 

maintenance context for an extended period of time. 

As a result, the technical and competency capabilit-

ies to properly maintain them are usually lost such 

that changes often incur unpredictable and uninten-

ded consequences.  These applications are usually 

characterized as “brittle”. Worse, this legacy debt is 

compounded by years of “workarounds” done to ac-

commodate the inadequacies of ancient applications 

and often organizational knowledge of these work-

A firm’s dependency on the information technology (IT) function is increasingly central to 

its ability to innovate. The IT function must balance this need for change with sustaining 

consistent, highly reliable operation of all existing services. A firm’s ability to rapidly change 

IT is impeded by its legacy portfolio of applications and infrastructure because changes 

need to be very carefully managed and understood in order to avoid unintended con-

sequences leading to system failure and process breakdown. The change imperative for IT 

is urgent and often determines how IT is valued by the rest of the firm. 

Improving the IT function’s agility requires improvement in IT capabilities, which can be 

categorized into three broad classes: technology, process, and competency. This article 

identifies the critical success factors for creating sustainable change for each of these three 

capability classes. It draws on the practical experience of the authors and leverages appro-

priate standards that provide grounding for change within the IT function of the firm, along 

with the roles and tasks that will be involved in this change agency. The article is of primary 

benefit for IT executives seeking to sustain an ongoing, systematic transformation of the IT 

function to enable IT entrepreneurship and agility.

Small opportunities are often the beginning of great enterprises.

Demosthenes (384–322 BC)

Statesman and orator

“

”
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arounds (e.g., fixed limits that are now too small to 

support the firm’s needs, idiosyncratic behaviour 

that perverts the processes that rely on these applica-

tions) is also lost due to inevitable churn in person-

nel, obsolete development tools, etc. 

3. The IT function’s budget has been constrained by 

supporting this legacy environment, despite mount-

ing pressure to support new initiatives. There is little 

tolerance from the business to invest in fixing the 

aging environment (i.e., the applications and infra-

structure) because the pressure to innovate out-

weighs the effort, cost, and time required to 

remediate. As a result, the amount of legacy debt 

compounds every year.

This previous article defined how these recurring short-

comings could be overcome by showing how to incre-

mentally improve an organization’s execution maturity 

through a set of capability building blocks, whose intro-

duction would be carefully managed by a set of measur-

able processes that respected the vital interrelationship 

between the three fundamental capability classes 

(shown in Figure 1). The previous article provided the 

background for manageable change by:

1. Depicting how maturity improvement in capability 

classes can be coordinated and managed

2. Exploring the relationship of these three capability 

classes, as shown in Figure 1 

3. Providing guidelines for leveraging capabilities to sus-

tain change 

This article examines the critical success factors for 

managing the maturity improvement of each of these 

three capability classes in greater depth. We will also 

make the case that there must be a systematic and hol-

istic approach to improving capabilities with an integ-
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Figure 1. Relationships between IT capability improvement entities
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rated strategy in mind. We will start with a review of 

each of the three capability classes and then proceed to 

explore the requisite success factors in improving each 

class to address the following pain points:

1. The three capability classes that enable advance-

ments in IT maturity are not well defined nor uni-

formly applied in an IT organization. 

2. The supporting relationships between these classes 

are not understood or are ignored. 

3. There is little incentive to share innovation beyond a 

specific project context, and technical capabilities 

are introduced without sufficient process and com-

petency underpinnings.

4. The result for IT executives can be summarized as 

lost opportunities, wasted time and resources, and 

perhaps worst of all, the perception that the IT func-

tion is unresponsive to the needs of the business. 

Achieving an IT function that is continuously aligned 

to the needs of the firm requires a significant shift in 

the mindset of most IT staff in order to restore re-

sponsiveness. 

This article will establish that IT capability improve-

ment is not only essential for the IT organization’s rel-

evance to the firm, but is achievable through the 

deliberate incremental introduction of defined technic-

al, skill, and process capabilities. We will show how the 

more advanced capabilities often comprise several 

building blocks from these three classes. We will also 

make it clear that the path to IT maturity is a commit-

ted and constant journey because market forces neces-

sitate changes to how a firm will stay relevant to its 

customers. As a result, the unique process steps for in-

cremental improvement for each capability class will be 

discussed in detail. Finally, we will introduce how sus-

tainability will optimally thrive if there is an enabling 

enterprise architecture group that embraces its role as a 

facilitator of strategic, business aligned change.

Capability Improvement Is Holistic as Well 

as Incremental

Sustainable IT entrepreneurship requires a deliberate, 

collaborative effort to advance technology, process, and 

competency capabilities in concert with each other be-

cause most capabilities have dependencies. For ex-

ample, introducing a new technology capability, such 

as a storage array, will require some skill set improve-

ment combined with an augmentation of some pro-

cesses to enable the intended impact and reach of the 

new technology. Although this dependency may appear 

obvious in the abstract sense, in reality, most IT func-

tions will introduce a new technical tool with little train-

ing or support to scale it out to the firm because they 

are under massive pressure to introduce and evolve 

technology with little regard for the importance of oper-

ational efficiency. Consequently, the competencies and 

process required to ensure the tool would be properly 

run in production are rarely made. 

An example would be the introduction of comprehens-

ive end-to-end performance monitoring for applica-

tions in a business unit. This introduction requires the 

integration of several technical tools so that monitoring 

data can be used by stakeholders. It also requires pro-

cesses and education to specify how and when the tools 

should be run or turned off, and how data should be 

collected and archived. Without this understanding, the 

real benefits of such a complex capability cannot be 

achieved and the investment in the new technology is 

largely wasted.

Technology Capabilities 

New technology capabilities are introduced by lead pro-

jects that are either "shadow IT" projects (Dyche, 2012), 

which are projects led by a business function without a 

direct engagement of the IT function, or are “official IT” 

projects involving collaboration between the IT and a 

business function. For example, in chaotic firms, busi-

ness unit leaders lease cloud equipment and deploy ap-

plications in what they perceive to be an expeditious 

manner but without engaging with the IT function. In 

most of these cases, the applications will ultimately in-

cur unexpected performance, security, and reliability 

problems shortly after deployment. In mature IT func-

tions, these projects typically follow a standardized new 

technology introduction process that assures that all op-

erational and support units within the IT function are 

prepared for the new technology. In the authors’ experi-

ence, this level of maturity is rare for the reasons men-

tioned in the introduction.

Existing technology capabilities are typically improved 

by exploitative projects, which are typically led by an IT 

architecture group within the IT function. This group 

sets standards for technology capabilities to control 

complexity, lower cost of support, lower cost of opera-

tions, and facilitate and accelerate maintenance and re-

pair activities. The process by which the evolution of 

technology capabilities is managed must be flexible 

and responsive to the needs of the business. 
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Without a respected architecture group, technology in-

vestment remains arbitrary, with no guiding portfolio 

discipline. This lack of discipline accelerates technolo-

gical obsolescence, which increases legacy debt, which 

in turn increases the tendency of businesses to em-

brace shadow IT to work around a stagnant IT function. 

We will explore the IT architecture group’s relevance is-

sues later in this article, when we address the need for 

sustainable technology change. In mature IT functions, 

these issues fall under the scope of the IT product man-

agement process identified by Renaud and Bot (2012a).

Process Capabilities 

Process capabilities in IT can be managed via the Soft-

ware Engineering Institute's (SEI; sei.cmu.edu) five-level 

capability maturity model (Paulk et al., 1993) along with 

some guidance from the standards in service design, 

operations, and strategy produced by the Information 

Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL; itil-official

site.com). The capability maturity model defines five 

levels of maturity (initial/ad hoc, managed, defined, 

predictable, and optimizing), and the highest level re-

flects the attainment of self-optimizing processes, 

which are inherently adaptable to the changing needs 

of the IT function.

In the authors’ experiences, these levels cannot be 

achieved without sufficient skills or supporting techno-

logy capabilities to make the IT processes run cost ef-

fectively. Augmenting processes without corresponding 

skills and tooling to underpin process improvements in-

evitably leads to a waste of resources.

Many processes within the IT function in a large firm 

will typically have more than one instance of the pro-

cess. For example, an instance of the change manage-

ment process will typically exist at each data centre 

location. In general, a process can have many instances 

at different levels of maturity. For example, change 

management in the London data centre might be more 

mature as a process than the instance the Hong Kong 

data centre. A critical success factor for maturity assess-

ment is rating all instances of a process, not just the 

best one. If this comprehensive approach is not applied 

(and typically it is not), then the justification for fund-

ing to scale out the maturity will not be supported.

Competency Capabilities

Competency capabilities pertain to skills and compet-

ency management. Skills are possessed by people and 

competencies are possessed by teams. We will use the 

term “competency capabilities” instead of “people-re-

lated capabilities” throughout this article because it is 

more frequently used. Most IT organizations have well-

defined competency requirements for roles, and the 

better ones explicitly manage skill levels for those com-

petencies. Even the worst-run IT functions recognize 

the value of IT certifications and define vendor skill-cer-

tification requirements as part of the job descriptions 

for many roles. Improving competency capabilities has 

a direct impact on the agility and responsiveness of an 

IT function because it develops the processes to pro-

mote and sustain the growth of a learning organization 

(Senge, 2006). Increased competency also promotes an 

awareness among IT professionals that the firm is in-

vesting in its people and, consequently, that they need 

to take ownership for their own learning to increase the 

success of the organization.

The "people capability maturity model" developed by 

the Software Engineering Institute provides a frame-

work for assessing and improving people/competency 

capabilities that can be generalized for application in 

an IT function (Curtis et al., 1995). This model under-

pins the capability model developed in The Open Group 

Architecture Framework (TOGAF) (The Open Group, 

2011) and relates the use of competency capabilities to 

the process areas where they are applied. Individual 

knowledge and skills are integrated at a team level to 

form competencies.

However, a lack of investment in competency leads to 

poor technology implementation and usage, and de-

creasing morale. It also furthers the idea that the IT 

function is out of touch with business needs. This lack 

of investment acts as a vicious spiral: poor morale 

causes the best talent to leave and, as turnover in-

creases, so does the knowledge loss, the legacy debt, 

and the perception that the IT function is a hindrance. 

In turn, this perception drives the urge to create shad-

ow IT projects, thereby increasing legacy debt and fur-

ther constraining agility and investment resources to fix 

these increasing problems.

Sustainable Technology Change

Given that the IT function’s raison d’être is to manage 

technology, it is "mission critical" to manage techno-

logy change effectively. Sustainable, continuous capab-

ility improvement is the key to maintaining the 

responsiveness of the IT function as the pace of change 

accelerates. However, due to the high volume of techno-

logy changes, the IT function will be unprepared for 

change without sustainable IT governance that is 
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rooted in capability improvement to guide determined 

and purposeful change. 

The critical success factors for sustainable technology 

capability change are:

1. Successful integration of new technology capabilities 

with existing technology capabilities and the decom-

missioning of legacy capabilities that are no longer 

useful

2. Introduction of new competency capabilities (e.g., ex-

pertise in the new technology) as well as new or 

changed process capabilities to manage the new 

technology

3. Sufficient critical mass of new competencies to en-

sure that there are enough people who can both per-

form the work and teach the skills required to others 

who will use different instances of the new techno-

logy. This critical mass of skill base is necessary to im-

plement operating processes that can scale-out to 

coincide with the introduction of the new technology 

capability. 

4. Objective assessments of what technologies need to 

be retired and when they can be decommissioned. 

This aspect of technology change is essential to redu-

cing compounded operational cost but is often 

skipped in practice because of the risk associated 

with unknown interdependencies within legacy en-

vironments. Mapping interdependencies in turn re-

quires additional technology and competency 

capabilities. 

The Practice of Enterprise Architecture Is

Essential for Sustainable Change 

Successful integration of new technology capabilities 

requires an enterprise-wide architectural perspective. 

Enterprise IT architecture was first formulated by Zach-

man (1987), who introduced a disciplined approach to 

the management of information systems to reduce cost 

and to enable the success of the firm. Zachman estab-

lished that a holistic approach to systems architecture 

was necessary and that a framework for enterprise ar-

chitecture should explicitly consider the aspects of 

data, function, network, people, time, and motivation 

in each of the dimensions of scope, business, system, 

technology, and detailed representations. 

In a mature IT function, this holistic approach is com-

monly accepted as an enterprise architecture practice 

(EAP) that consistently guides the choice of new tech-

nical capabilities. EAP encourages the use of standards, 

guides the evaluation of a technology’s business relev-

ance, and, if properly developed, encourages business-

driven sustainable improvement by enforcing an enter-

prise architecture as a reference model for all applica-

tions and infrastructure. 

Codifying the guidelines and principles for an enter-

prise reference architecture definition is essential for 

the successful inter-operation of varied technologies. 

However, as two of the authors discovered at Wachovia 

Investment Bank, defining a particular reference archi-

tecture is not a sufficient condition for sustainable tech-

nical change. When implementing enterprise reference 

architectures, such as a service-oriented architecture 

(SOA), many IT functions make the mistake of assign-

ing less-talented personnel to the role of the advisory 

architecture teams because the best people are always 

in use by mission-critical projects. These firms do not 

deliberately invest in the skills needed for enterprise ar-

chitecture definition, which creates a self-fulfilling 

prophesy of poor expectations or a dependency on out-

side system integrators who supply architectural guid-

ance without the firm’s larger interests in mind. To 

compound matters, centralized architecture teams 

rarely interact with development or implementation 

teams other than through the role of an approval 

hurdle when new technologies are being introduced, or 

as “judge and jury” when conducting post mortems of 

project disasters. In effect, these firms have failed to 

properly integrate technology with competency capab-

ilities and, as a result, technology capabilities fall short 

of their potential.

Role of Capabilities in Enterprise

Architecture 

At Wachovia, the authors found that enterprise archi-

tecture teams have significantly greater impact when 

they act as a proactive and helpful guide, engaging with 

implementation teams to help find a priori solutions to 

problems instead of being posterior critics of solutions 

proposed by those teams. We found that this approach 

increased the velocity of effective use of new techno-

logy by a factor of four. 

As stated in the previous section, there are reasons 

most organizations do not take the enterprise architec-

ture teams seriously and why behaviour is not proact-

ive. Proactive help accelerates the diffusion of new 

technology throughout the firm as well as accelerating 

the adoption of new technology in any given part of the 
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firm. Through the proactive use of capability change 

agents, change becomes part of the culture, where 

alignment is expected and adaptation is celebrated and 

rewarded for its contribution to the firm. These sup-

porting acts of teaching, recognizing, and rewarding are 

essential to overcome the typical inertia associated 

with IT change arising from legitimate fears of risk and 

complexity. 

Figure 2 shows a process flow whereby new technology 

is introduced in an incremental, codified method that 

both introduces change while managing its prolifera-

tion. The enterprise architecture function is perfectly 

suited to facilitate this process, because its practition-

ers:

• have an enterprise view of skill gaps and potential pi-

lot opportunities

• can codify the evaluation process so that it is repeat-

able 

• can invest in the required impact and success analysis 

once rollout begins

• have enterprise-level clout with vendors to orches-

trate training 

All of these attributes support the technical capability-

improvement process in Figure 2, which elaborates the 

improvement process for IT technology capabilities 

from Figure 1.

Although this diagram shows the critical success factors 

for sustainable technology change, most organizations 

rarely follow it, even if they have defined something 

similar. The reasons have been alluded to earlier, but 

are briefly listed below:

• a lack of respect for the enterprise architecture group

• a belief that such a process is too time consuming and 

too costly

• a "hyped up" belief that the technology itself provides 

all that is required for success

• a new, untried technology has been deemed “critical” 

to a project’s success. The time pressure to deploy this 

project is extreme and there is no time to waste on a 

“cumbersome ivory tower process” to vet the techno-

logy.

The technology capability improvement process depic-

ted in Figure 2 enables a sustainable model of change 

over time, yet it is surprising how infrequently this 

proven approach is applied in practice due to lack of a 

capability-driven perspective. The five-step flow in-

cludes the initial needs assessment, which helps ground 

the proposed capability in terms of relevance. The al-

ternative-evaluation stage provides an opportunity to 

compare various solutions, which is especially import-

ant during an innovation wave because many of the ini-

tial product offerings that provide the capability may 

not live up to the market hype. The sourcing-decision 

stage evaluates the various product vendors’ viability, 

which must be assessed before a long-term investment 

can be made. Rolling out a new capability is a two-

phase activity: the first phase is a pilot, and the second 

phase is a larger-scaled rollout. The pilot phase localizes 

the impact until it is better understood and should be 

done by a small dedicated team. Finally, the assessment 

of effectiveness and associated ratings of key perform-

ance indicators (KPIs) provide feedback to the overall 

process as well as a judgment on the technology itself.
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Sustainable Process Change

Senior management must sponsor, drive, and own pro-

cess improvement. Management must be held account-

able for process performance and should be rewarded 

for demonstrable improvement, because these im-

provements are critical to sustainable success and 

therefore have parity with other executive initiatives. 

Only active executive sponsorship enables disciplined 

process-performance improvement and generates ac-

ceptance for process alignment and adaptability that 

can spread across the firm. Bossidy and Charan (2002) 

characterize this type of active sponsorship as a lead-

er’s most important responsibility.

Figure 3 elaborates the IT process capability improve-

ment process. In this context, both the capability of a 

process (i.e., the ability of the process to meet specifica-

tions) and its stability (i.e., the consistency/stability of 

process behaviour over time) are addressed as part of 

the IT process capability improvement process. 

This model builds up to the "improve process" phase in 

a systematic multi-step approach. The first step, identi-

fication of process scope and needs, is critical. This step 

is often bypassed or done poorly, which has detriment-

al downstream impact, limiting the benefits of the pro-

cess-improvement efforts as well as introducing 

re-work (i.e., waste) along the way. In this first step, the 

process specifications are captured along with outcome 

indicators, which set the bar for what is considered suc-

cess.

Next, the process flow is captured and then indicators 

and controls are identified and confirmed. At this stage, 

the additional indicators are typically predictive in 

nature given that the outcome indicators should have 

been already identified in the first step, unless there is a 

need for additional sub-indicators (outcomes). The con-

trols relate to the triggers and interventions that would 

be required when the process is not performing. 

Ideally, predictive indicators should be statistically con-

firmed with the outcome indicators. Then, the Process 

Management Control System is implemented, which 

enables systematic monitoring and assessment of pro-

cess performance along with the appropriate interven-

tion. The Process Management Control System is 

essential to the “assess/monitor performance phase” 

because processes and process improvement both 

heavily rely on the coordination and cooperation 

among different roles and departments.

The “assess/monitor performance phase” leads to the 

"improve process" phase. Any process improvement 

methodology can be used. In Renaud, Narkier, and Bot 

(2013), we illustrated the define-measure-analyze-im-

prove-control (DMAIC) process from Lean Six Sigma be-

cause this particular methodology is central to realizing 

sustainable breakthrough improvements as opposed to 

only incremental ones. 

As IT processes begin to improve, the IT function will in-

evitably discover that its existing capabilities are bottle-

necks for business processes. These bottlenecks occur 

because the scope of process improvement is limited to 

the IT function but IT processes enable larger business 

processes. Restricting process improvement within the 

IT function may not necessarily be the best way of 

resolving these bottlenecks. More effective changes to 

the business process may avert the need to alter IT cap-

abilities or may require the introduction of new capabil-

ities of a different type. For example, the nightly IT 
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operational process of loading a data warehouse may 

uncover that errors in data are causing the IT process to 

not complete overnight as required by the business pro-

cess. A more effective solution than simply speeding up 

data error correction would be to alter upstream busi-

ness processes to prevent them from producing trans-

actions that contain data errors in the first place. 

Technology change may be necessary elsewhere in the 

IT function or improved processes may be required 

within the business function.

A key factor in making process changes is related to 

how the business goals and drivers are impacted by the 

requisite processes. The appetite for change and invest-

ment will be fueled by the degree which current pro-

cesses are considered an impediment. 

Sustainable Competency Change

The goal of an IT competency capability improvement 

process is proactive learning and its essential aspects 

are illustrated in Figure 4. The process steps to improve 

or introduce new competencies enable incremental im-

provement over time and are distinguished from the 

other improvement processes by two definition and 

two assessment stages – one for the requisite competen-

cies needed by the IT function and the other for the 

competencies needed by the personnel in various IT 

roles. 

Proactive learning

As shown in the "define competency" step of Figure 4, 

identifying, selecting, and then defining a competency 

are vital first steps in this process because the outcome 

of this improvement process is an investment in train-

ing and recruitment. Yet, in practice, the skill set of the 

IT organization is rarely proactively upgraded. Most 

learning occurs on the job, in a “just-in-time manner” 

that is driven by a response to previous changes. Al-

though this approach may work for an exploratory pro-

cess such as evaluating a new technology, it does not 

scale due to the full workload most IT practitioners 

have on day-to-day basis. Where active learning exists, 

the dissemination process established by the human re-

sources function is too general and does not necessarily 

reflect how the IT function needs to support the firm’s 

goals. Learning of new capabilities is rarely codified 

and typically does not have the dedicated resources to 

move rapidly if needed. 

The subsequent step of linking to a process area is the 

key to understanding the scope and impact that each 

role is supposed to have within the IT function com-

bined with the requirements for the requisite skill set. 

By failing to link competencies to process areas, many 

firms under-invest in IT training. This reluctance to in-

vest is due to the perception that technology changes 

rapidly. Therefore, investing in training for changing 

technology needs will not reap sufficient benefits before 

the training becomes obsolete. This misperception is 

the result of two kinds of learning that are essential for 

IT competency improvement:

1. Less-volatile fundamentals of each process role (e.g., 

design principles, understanding each of the pro-

cesses in IT, requirements gathering and analysis)

2. Volatile needs relating to specific technologies, such 

as new programming languages (e.g., Scala) or major 

revisions of well-known products (e.g., a new Oracle 

database release) 
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Another major concern about IT learning is that older 

training curricula are not sufficiently reviewed for relev-

ance, or are not revised or retired. A new IT training 

role must be created to review, update, and purge train-

ing content and curricula within the context of role-

driven knowledge management and information life-

cycle management.

To define requisite competencies, a role-based skills 

sheet should be produced for each group within the IT 

function based upon the firm’s strategy. The competen-

cies of an individual should then be evaluated against 

the required skills so that a training plan can be pro-

duced and subsequently tracked. 

The rest of the flow depicts an improvement phase 

where the skills are assessed and improved upon, while 

determining the degree of impact and adoption the 

skills are having throughout the firm.

Investment by the IT function into becoming a learning 

organization must balance the needs of both volatile 

and non-volatile training. Less volatile material should 

be taught on-demand through computer-aided learn-

ing that is supplied by specialty vendors. Formal 

classroom training should be used for learning areas 

that require wide socialization due to their “radical” 

nature (e.g., extreme programming) or novelty. Despite 

being less volatile, any formal training should be organ-

ized via collaboration with institutes for higher educa-

tion to ensure that that course content remains fresh. 

The need for formal instruction and active group parti-

cipation should be means-tested against intent. For in-

stance, interpersonal skills improvement clearly 

requires an active class with formal instruction, where-

as learning the basics of systems architecture could oc-

cur via computer-aided instruction supplemented by a 

"live lab" to answer questions.

More volatile learning areas, which are often very 

hands-on (e.g., a new language or new product release), 

are best licensed through the vendors so that they can 

bear the ongoing cost of updating the learning cur-

riculum. Just-in-time classes can be effective provided 

that the attendees can be insulated from day-to-day re-

sponsibilities and that they meet the prerequisites to 

learn the class material. 

The successful implementation of such a program re-

quires a supporting culture which includes mentorship. 

The side benefit of such a program is that it relates a 

promotion path to company goals, which emphasizes a 

value-based growth-reward system. 

Competency improvement is clearly a long-term invest-

ment in learning and can only be sustained in an IT 

function if it is supported by a cultural mindset that can 

see beyond the usual horizon of yearly objectives. The 

alternative is the perpetuation of the current problem-

ridden status quo of learned helplessness.

Importance of Culture

Sustainable improvement in any capability area will oc-

cur only when implemented in a way that also matures 

the culture of the IT function.  Culture is commonly 

defined as a set of shared values, goals, and principles 

that guide the behaviours, activities, priorities, and de-

cisions of a group of people working toward a common 

objective (Bohannan, 2010). Weigers (1996) emphasizes 

several key points:

1. The improvement of process and product, along with 

the management of risk, is a key competitive advant-

age, no matter what changes occur in technology.

2. This advantage enhances the ability of an organiza-

tion to make a sustainable work environment while 

remaining competitive with respect to time to market 

and price. 

3. A shared culture is a necessary foundation for pro-

gressing through the capability maturity sequence, 

until the discipline of creating repeatable and meas-

urable development processes can be achieved.

Weigers’ observations on the culture of software engin-

eering can be generalized to the entire IT function be-

cause promoting sustainable change in the behaviour of 

the IT function requires deliberate attention to creating 

a culture of relevance throughout the IT function. This 

culture emphasizes and promotes the purpose of the IT 

function, which is to enable and facilitate the firm’s 

goals – not impede them. Any cultural change needs 

continuous reinforcement, particularly within the IT 

function, which can experience 17–22% yearly turnover 

in staff (Fidato Partners, 2012). Although turnover varies 

widely in IT organizations depending upon regional and 

industry differences, this reported level of turnover 

matches our experience across many industries. We at-

tribute these turnover rates to ongoing changes in tech-

nology and competitive inter-firm demand for qualified 

personnel. 

Thus, a change in culture cannot occur without a delib-

erate focus on executing a capability improvement plan 

that is tracked with the understanding that this plan is 
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instrumental to the IT function’s survival as a relevant 

entity. Achieving this level of focus on execution re-

quires ownership, accountability, and responsibility 

across all management levels. A systematic approach to 

sustaining the culture will assess, align, and measure 

the results that the culture produces in the day-to-day 

running of the firm. Although business goals will 

change frequently, cultural values should not be that 

volatile. Instead, the key concern is the dilution of the 

culture due to employee turnover and management in-

attention. 

Organizing for cultural change is a governance activity 

that transcends reporting hierarchy and extends to 

wide-ranging subjects, from how the IT supply chain in-

ventory is categorized to how the IT function measures 

its capabilities and performance. The capability hier-

archy presented by the authors in an earlier article in 

this series (Renaud et al., 2013)  provides the taxonomy 

for categorizing technology capabilities within the IT 

supply chain. The capability hierarchy also provides a 

self-describing and rigorous means of defining and cat-

egorizing capabilities. For example, it is easy to under-

stand what technology capabilities are categorized 

under a particular capability simply by seeing which 

other capabilities it depends on.

Conclusion

Continuous, sustainable change to IT capabilities is re-

quired by firms seeking agility in innovation. Lack of 

sustainable change in IT will result in the failure of the 

firm. 

IT change cannot be performed in isolation because the 

introduction of the most innovative and impactful tech-

nology will fail to deliver its promise without support-

ing process and competency capabilities. A capability 

perspective is critical to identify gaps in processes, 

skills, and technology that impede the firm’s goals. 

However, capability improvement does not just occur 

by declaration. Instead, capabilities, which are strongly 

linked to the discipline of execution, must be well-

defined, with inter-relationships and dependencies 

mapped and underpinned by supporting capabilities. 

Proactive improvement by IT executives and change 

agents requires both a culture shift and alignment with 

business goals and drivers in order to receive the busi-

ness unit sponsorship required. Alignment is also neces-

sary so that the IT function’s relevance can properly be 

linked to the firm’s innovation needs. The alternative is 

that IT stagnates, ultimately hurting the firm’s ability to 

innovate.

Recommended Reading

This article completes the authors' six-part series on IT 

entrepreneurship in the Technology Innovation Manage-

ment Review:

1. Process Ambidexterity for Entrepreneurial Firms (Bot, 

2012)

2. Process Ambidexterity for IT Entrepreneurship (Bot & 

Renaud, 2012) 

3. Enabling Process Alignment for IT Entrepreneurship 

(Renaud & Bot, 2012a)

4. Process Adaptability in the IT Supply Chain (Renaud 

& Bot, 2012b)

5. Enabling Sustainable Improvement in IT Entrepren-

eurship (Renaud, Narkier, & Bot, 2013)

6. Using a Capability Perspective to Sustain IT Improve-

ments (Renaud, Narkier, & Bot,  2014: the present art-

icle)
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TIM Lecture Series

Insights on Innovation

Ibrahim Gedeon

The TIM Lecture Series is hosted by the Technology

Innovation Management program (TIM; carleton.ca/tim) 

at Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada. The lectures 

provide a forum to promote the transfer of knowledge 

between university research to technology company ex-

ecutives and entrepreneurs as well as research and de-

velopment personnel. Readers are encouraged to share 

related insights or provide feedback on the presentation 

or the TIM Lecture Series, including recommendations 

of future speakers. 

The fourth TIM lecture of 2014 was held at Carleton 

University on June 19th and was presented by Ibrahim 

Gedeon, CTO of TELUS (telus.com), who shared his in-

sights on innovation from his experiences in the tele-

communications sector, particularly from his recent 

work at TELUS. Below are selected insights from his lec-

ture:  

1. For telecommunications providers, the business is no 

longer just about running the network – it is about 

understanding how the network runs how it can do 

different things for different people. 

2. Increasingly, our vision is "people as service pro-

viders" in their own right – not in the sense of selling 

services for monetary exchange, but in the sense of 

individual entities that both consume and provide 

services. 

3. Each of us has different aspects that form part of our 

overall identity, including even our phone numbers, 

banking information, health information, the content 

we read, etc. Telecoms can add value by providing 

personalized services that cater to the different as-

pects of our identities.  

4. Providers can no longer try to own everything. In-

stead, our goal is to nurture a healthy ecosystem 

where we can be one player. We want to expose what 

we can control and have others work together, but 

we do not have to control the ecosystem itself. 

5. In my day-to-day role as CTO of TELUS, the only 

things I really to ask are: how reliable is the network, 

how happy are the clients, and how fast is everything 

running? If I focus on these three things, the rest will 

take care of itself.

6. The most difficult part of my job relates to people: 

people accepting innovation, rather than the techno-

logy itself.  

7. In any company, the person who looks at what the 

customer is doing is the most important person in 

the company. 

8. I never want to lose a single customer, ever. It is al-

ways harder to win a new customer than keep an ex-

isting customer.

9. There are two ways of communicating: to please 

yourself or to transmit your message. With the first 

approach, we just assume that people know what we 

are talking about, but it takes discipline to make sure 

they actually do. 

10. To test an idea, avoid only telling it to people who 

are just like you. Double-check your ideas with 

someone who may not automatically understand 

how the solution works but will focus solely on its be-

nefits.

Never put one person in charge of something that 

should be part of everyone's job. Whether it's 

innovation, reliability, or transformation, make sure 

everyone understands it and takes ownership.

Ibrahim Gedeon

CTO, TELUS

“

”

http://carleton.ca/tim
http://telus.com
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11. The most important thing to remember about in-

novation is this: if it doesn't work, kill it. The problem 

is that technologists in particular are not good at 

killing projects that they care about. What is often re-

quired is input from outside of the project team, ur-

ging them to let it go. And, remember that carrying 

on with a project that is floundering stops you from 

doing something else.
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